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D I G I T A L

WEEK 1 WORKBOOK

Self  Love Subject:

releasing fear



The three steps of  a holistic 
MindBodySpirit Self-Love Practice are:

1.  releasing Ffear
2.  honouring space
3. Fwelcoming Flove

The Cycle of  Fear:

Limiting
Thoughts

Limiting
Beliefs

Limiting
Behaviours

Limiting Life 
Experience

Breaking the Cycle of  Fear

What are three self-limiting behaviours you would like to shift?

What are three of  your most common negative thoughts, 
particularly in relation to these behaviours?

What are the fear-based CORE BELIEFS 
that these thought patterns feed into?
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Journalling Exercise:

A powerful exercise to pinpoint, process and purge deep-seated 
fear-based beliefs is SCRIPTING. 

Ask yourself: 
When did I first learn this belief  to be “true” for me? 

When was the first time (or one of  the first times) I felt this way? 
What was the incident that sparked this fear inside of  me?

Give yourself  permission to relive this scene. It will likely feel 
uncomfortable and make you emotional – that is perfectly okay! 
In fact, it is a necessary part of  healing and learning to self-love 
– this is how it feels to finally be Releasing Fear that has held us 

back from embracing our love truth our entire lives. 

In as much detail as possible, write this scene out – 
like a movie script. Who/what/when/where/how 

did things happen for this belief  to be born in this moment?

Getting this experience down on paper is your opportunity to, 
for the first time in your life, stop associating and identifying 

with the fear it created. 

You are quite literally invited to LET IT OUT and see that it 
physically, mentally, emotionally does not belong with you and 

is NOT YOU. 

You can practice SCRIPTING for any and all of  your negative 
beliefs – it is a powerful tool for healing and releasing fear.

Fear Vs. Love Brainstorm

What are your DEEPEST Fears?

What are your HIGHEST Loves?
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Building the Cycle of  Love

What are three self-loving behaviours you would like to adopt?

How can you apply language to shift your three most common 
negative thoughts into slightly more positive alternatives?

What are the LOVE-based CORE BELIEFS that 
these more positive thought patterns feed into?

The Cycle of  LOVE:

Liberating
Thoughts

Liberating
Beliefs

Liberating
Behaviours

Liberating Life 
Experience

Self-Love Lesson:

 fear is limiting
love is liberating

to love yourself
is to free yourself
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Self-Love Statement

Visualise a higher version of  yourself  that is 
completely FREE of  FEAR. 

How does she stand, walk, talk, act, feel? 

What does her ideal day of  living her 
highest life experience look like? 

Allow yourself  to picture her. 

She is you, from releasing her fears and embracing her love.

Write out a few sentences about this self-loving Higher You, 
as if  she were here and now, beginning with the words:

I AM…
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Allow your Self-Love Statement and accompanying 
visualisation to serve as a divine compass for this 

MindBodySpirit Self-Love journey.

This vision is the real you.

The authentic you.

The LOVE you.

She comes to physical form

When you love you.

And here you are now...

Arrived at the door of  Self-Love.

welcome to you...

welcome  h o m e.
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